Tempted by Fire (Hunters Among Us Book 1)

A really good book, if you like fantasy and
romance then its def a good book for you!
????? - Cecilie StecherEighteen year old
Erin Lustleigh is just starting university.
She has no idea shes about to plunge into a
world with werewolves, vampires, ghosts
and, of course ... hunters.Erins journey is
one of heart ache, new experiences and
dangerous dilemmas. She finds herself
torn between sides, not knowing who to
believe, or who to trust.Join Erin, as she
finds out the dark truth... . Download
Tempted by Fire and start reading
now!Hunters Among Us:Book 1: Tempted
by FireBook 2: Fighting the FlameTempted
by Fire: EXTRACTHello.Hi, I mutter,
trying to sidestep.He anticipates the
movement and places himself in my
way.Would you like to dance? he asks.I
regard him warily, yet Im not able to stop
gazing at his beautiful face, his blue eyes
smouldering at me, making it pretty hard to
refuse--but I still remember the fire.Im
going to get some water, I say, trying to
step away, again.Let me.No, thank you.
Like Id let someone like him buy me a
drink; its not like I havent heard of the date
rape drug.Again, I try to side step him.Hey
wait--I wont hurt you.OK, thats enough--I
cant trust someone who says something
like that, however gorgeous he might
happen to be. I wrench my eyes away from
his annoyingly captivating gaze.I need to
go.This time he grabs my hand, stopping
me in my tracks. The second his hand
touches mine I stop wanting to leave. I
look back into his eyes--suddenly finding
his presence comforting, relaxing. I look
down
at
our
entwined
hands,
confused--what just happened?Lets dance,
he says.Praise for M.D. Bowdens booksI
continue to be impressed with authors who
take on the paranormal genre and insert
true originality into their novels. Count
M.D. Bowden among them. -Jane
HoaglandA Great Story............ and written
by a British author... . This was so fluently
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written it kept me gripped in its thrall from
beginning to end... . Highly recommended.
-Pyewacket (UK TOP 500 REVIEWER
and VINE VOICE)How many different
words are there for amazing? I cant think
right now. This story was fabulously
written. I loved it. Plain and simple.
-ShadowsFictionVampires, if u like them,
this is the book for you. This book is crazy
nuts...I loved it... . Its a must read -Susan
MontgomeryEnthralling.
Beautifully
written full of action, romance and
suspense. -LUVAmazing ! !! ... The
reading corner gave it a strong 5 stars
-jacquelyn smithGreat read ... love the
main characters and the story line. Just
couldnt put the book down. -Jessica
AyersThis book was spell binding, very
difficult to put down. -helen
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